
USING VALVE GEAR SIMULATORS by Don Ashton 

 

As model engineers now have free access to several valve gear simulators it is 

appropriate to review just what they will or will not do and uses to which they can be 

put. 

 

In general our interests will range from learning what a gear does by watching a slow 

motion action to tabulating valve events for an existing or proposed design throughout 

the reverser’s range to gauge possible performance.  At the outset it may be said that 

this luxury was not available to past designers and this may affect judgment of the 

results, about which more later. 

 

Simulation is entirely mathematical and more accurate than achievable in practice.  

This presumes that the simulator properly accounts for the vagaries of the mechanism, 

for example die slip, that the operator feeds in sensible data, and that our 

interpretation of results and their consequences in practice are plausible. A corollary 

of this is that simulators can be used as a useful tool in designing valve gears but are 

not in themselves design programs: since they may have the ability to ignore first 

principles of design if we so desire (or don’t understand), then it follows that they 

may analyse and reflect the perambulations of an input design, be it right or wrong.  I 

have come across several people mistakenly expect the simulator to wave a magic 

wand and somehow design the gear for them: it can’t, and even experienced users can 

lose the plot and have to start again. 

 

Those of us simply amazed or rather confused by the revolving linkage and eager to 

find out more will delight in a graphical display showing the action of the gear and its 

effect inside the cylinder.  Assuming that we already know roughly what happens 

inside the cylinder we can turn to Charlie Dockstader’s fabulous array of gears 

portrayed in multicoloured motion, even with exhaust sound.  Charlie has worked on 

his programs for over 20 years, adding all sorts of exotic valve gears – a collection 

unavailable anywhere else. 

 

Any one of 30-odd gears can be displayed in motion at the touch of a button and 

controlled through the reverser, stepped through a cycle, and stopped anywhere within 

that cycle.  Although a Zeuner diagram is an approximation it is most useful for those 

wishing to see proportionally the connection between the piston and valve parameters.   

Revel in the clear and manoeuvrable Zeuner diagram incorporated here. By editing 

one can create one’s own gear, though a good deal of dimensional information is 

required and considerable ingenuity if the given layout does not follow your particular 

arrangement.   

 

The late Professor Bill Hall offered me a copy of his simulations for Walschaerts’ and 

Stephenson’s gears way back in the Acorn computer days.  Since those early days he 

has gradually upgraded his program through to a Windows 32-bit version.  Bill 

admitted to being somewhat blasé regarding the graphical motion display, which is 

best described as adequate rather than educational.  With the desired dimensions to 

hand the input process only occupies a minute or two. To clarify the descriptions of 

the inputs one can refer to a diagram highlighting the relevant item.  Results are then 

displayed immediately, rather than within the few seconds taken in the days of DOS 

programs! 



 

A clear display of all the necessary valve events is accompanied by an oval diagram, 

which is superimposed upon the port lines.  The animation is accessed from this 

window and all windows are printable.  Some examples are prepared for reference 

should the otherwise blank window baffle the new user and input designs can be 

saved to the list.  Detailed relationships of piston to valve over a 360
o
 cycle can be 

printed out to aid valve setting on completing the running chassis. 

 

The question of whether a simulator is classified as a design or analysis program will 

occur to those using one ‘in anger’ so to speak, rather than educationally to improve 

one’s knowledge of gears.  Professor Hall always regarded his simulator as part of a 

series of programs starting with the preparation of the cylinder design and progressing 

through to an appropriate working conclusion.  His untimely death precludes the 

fullness of this. 

 

Any simulator devoid of input constraints, and therefore open to insensible input, is 

strictly an analyser of existing designs.  Dr. Allan Wallace (see later) carefully 

describes his simulator as a ‘design tool’ and correctly warns that very many drawings 

do not reveal all the relevant dimensions.  Some state nothing about the intended 

valve and port parameters.  True analysis requires that all the information is to hand, 

but careful measurement of the odd undisclosed dimension should not invalidate the 

exercise. 

 

Built-in restrictions, based on first principles of design for the gear, may be 

incorporated to help those using the program for design purposes but the user must be 

aware that this prevents the accurate analysis of a ‘finely tuned’ existing gear where a 

first principle has been modified by that tuning.  For example, Bill Hall’s program 

does not allow user input for the eccentric rod and return crank lengths in 

Walschaerts’ gear.  The program works these out (and displays them), on the not 

unreasonable assumption that a line runs through the axle centre from the expansion 

link’s tailpin in that link’s central position.  Any original design not conforming to 

this cannot therefore receive accurate analysis.  Similarly, many BR drawings show 

combination levers shorter than demanded by the simple formula for the lap and lead 

functions and anchor links giving unequal swings about the supposed vertical centre.  

The Hall program shifts the valve setting automatically to compensate, denying user-

adjustment, but usefully records unequal expansion link swings. 

 

At my behest Dr. Wallace of Adelaide, author of another valve gear simulator, has 

kindly removed the anchor link constraint, very cleverly maintaining first design 

principles by using an ‘optional’ tick box that also includes the eccentric rod and 

return crank.  As his simulator permits manual adjustment of the valve on its spindle it 

can analyse an existing gear accurately and allow of fine tuning without necessarily 

giving total control to the uninitiated. 

 

This simulator includes indicator diagrams for both ends of the cylinder and allows 

the investigation of what happens when axle boxes wear and weak springs allow 

wheel deflection.  One can manually run the gear through a cycle, step both it and the 

reverser, or vary the movie speed.  This latter can be most instructive on full page 

view.  Printing and display are comprehensive and files can be saved for 

Walschaerts’, Baker or Stephenson’s gears. 



 

Today’s model engineers, increasingly wanting to design their own gears or 

investigate anomalies, are highly indebted to these gentlemen whose simulators have 

generously been put into the public domain.  Clearly some amount of knowledge of 

gear principles and a little experience of using the simulator are sensible before the 

long haul of cutting metal starts.  The yardsticks of what to tune, how much effect it 

will have practically and what tolerances are acceptable, are not easily interpreted.  

Figures from full size engines tell us what they accepted but may not apply to the 

model and furthermore were ‘calculated predictions’, not precise measurements. 

 

Nonetheless, some questions can be answered.  The following tables show what 

happened to the cut offs when some people demanded of Martin Evans that a slide 

valve version of his Manor should be made available.  On receipt of queries from 

builders Martin contacted me concerning valve events of the latter, since he had 

simply taken the drive through 180
o
 from his original inside admission design.  CMEs 

in full size had done likewise before him.  Table 1 gives the set of cut offs for front 

and rear ports and their differences for the original piston valve version and splendid 

they are.  The difference columns reveal at a glance the equality of the cut offs for 

instroke and outstroke of the piston over the full range of the reverser. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

EVANS MANOR PV  5"Gauge      

Cut offs %       

  FOREGEAR   BACKGEAR Reverser 

FWD BACK DIFF FWD BACK DIFF in degrees 

74.94 74.91 0.03 74.80 75.07 -0.27 33 

70.71 70.81 -0.10 70.56 70.73 -0.17 30 

65.63 65.84 -0.21 65.48 65.58 -0.10 27 

59.59 59.82 -0.23 59.40 59.50 -0.10 24 

52.46 52.59 -0.13 52.18 52.42 -0.24 21 

44.27 44.10 0.17 43.88 44.37 -0.49 18 

35.30 34.69 0.61 34.83 35.71 -0.88 15 

26.26 25.23 1.03 25.83 27.06 -1.23 12 

18.13 16.96 1.17 17.84 19.22 -1.38 9 

11.68 10.68 1.00 11.54 12.83 -1.29 6 

7.09 8.11 -1.02 7.12 6.44 0.68 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Table 2 

Evans Manor SV       

Cut offs %      

  FOREGEAR   BACKGEAR 

FWD BACK DIFF FWD BACK DIFF 

79.03 70.32 8.71 79.18 70.15 9.03 

75.39 65.65 9.74 75.31 65.50 9.81 

70.87 60.20 10.67 70.63 60.04 10.59 

65.27 53.87 11.40 64.98 53.67 11.31 

58.34 46.64 11.70 58.17 46.36 11.81 

49.90 38.62 11.28 50.18 38.24 11.94 

40.14 30.17 9.97 41.22 29.74 11.48 

29.88 22.00 7.88 31.90 21.62 10.28 

20.50 14.92 5.58 23.10 14.67 8.43 

13.12 9.48 3.64 4.73 3.35 1.38 

7.99 5.72 2.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 

Table 2 reveals the disastrous result of merely making the same gear operate outside 

admission. 

 

Technically, what has happened is that instead of the launch link knuckle joint 

perturbation offsetting the angularity effects of the crank and eccentrics, the 180
o
 shift 

has summated all the errors, requiring much greater correction from the link 

suspension.  I apologise to the uninitiated who may require a much longer explanation 

than is appropriate here. 

 

One does need to be aware that inequality of this order will not prevent the engine 

from running – the good old steam engine is flexible enough to run when feeling quite 

unwell – but under working conditions the problem will become very obvious.  To my 

mind it seems quite unreasonable even in a hobby to spend hours building an engine 

and then to be satisfied merely that the wheels turn, when a minimum use of today’s 

technology before cutting metal might ensure a transformation in performance. 

 

As an example of a gear designed entirely on a design program, to first principles and 

devoid of any fine tuning, table 3 depicts a GWR Hall Class for 5” gauge.  The 

simulator has been used purely to fine tune events and as an analyser to provide the 

table of cut offs and can also verify release and compression predictions.  The 

performance on the track has been verified by builder Alan Green, whose 

workmanship reflects the care taken in the design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3 

4941 LLANGEDWYN HALL 5"Gauge   

Cut offs %      

  FOREGEAR   BACKGEAR 

FWD BACK DIFF FWD BACK DIFF 

78.0 77.7 0.3 77.5 77.2 0.3 

74.2 74.1 0.1 73.7 73.0 0.7 

69.6 69.8 0.2 68.5 68.1 0.4 

64.2 64.1 0.1 63.1 62.4 0.7 

57.3 57.6 0.3 56.2 55.3 0.9 

49.6 49.6 0.0 47.8 46.8 1.0 

40.3 40.4 0.1 38.0 37.7 0.3 

29.8 30.0 0.0 28.3 27.9 0.4 

19.6 19.8 0.2 18.1 18.4 0.3 

9.8 10.0 0.2 8.9 8.9 0.0 

0.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 

In conclusion, it is much quicker to design a gear using a design program and this is 

my preference.  Unless there are particular features within the chosen prototype that 

we wish to emulate, this procedure ensures correct principles in the gear itself.  

Unfortunately it is all too easy to ruin this good work by adding a poor reversing or 

suspension system.  Checking in a simulator and adjusting this part of the mechanism 

will preserve the excellence of events and can fine tune any minor perturbations. 

 

Those about to embark on a published design would, in my experience, be well 

advised to check the gear in a simulator, where all too often they will discover very 

poor equality of events, and hence performance on the track. The means of avoiding 

disappointment after a long hours spent in the workshop are at last available.  Few of 

us would relish the thought of remaking a valve gear to rectify the situation and we 

should be aware that most designers, however gifted, were amateurs like the majority 

of model engineers.  Furthermore, the technology now so easily employed was 

available neither to the model engineer nor the professional.  All the authors of the 

simulators mentioned have in generosity made them freely available and deserve our 

thanks.  Now it is there, use it, and see the performance of this vital part of the engine 

take a leap forwards.   

 

      Don Ashton 

 

 



 
 

Professor Hall’s input screen 

 

 
 

Professor Hall’s result screen 



 
 

Dockstader’s comprehensive rendering of the Bulleid chain drive 

 

 
 

Dr. Wallace’s main screen for Baker valve gear 

 



 
 

A small clip of the mass of information available in the Wallace simulator 


